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Peeling Rambutan
GILLIAN SZE
$19.95 9781554471331 POETRY
Printed offset on laid paper making 80 pages trimmed to
5 × 8 inches; Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and
enfolded in an offset printed jacket. Typeset in Rialto.
A poetic travelogue, Gillian Sze’s Peeling Rambutan meditates
upon the ri¥s between immigrant parents and their Canadianborn children and the struggle of overlapping values which
sometimes arises when we view the complexity of our heritage through the lens of the present. Rooted in Sze’s first experience of Asia, these poems mingle the familiar spaces of her
childhood home in Winnipeg with impressions of the distant
villages of her parents’ origins. The result is a complex exploration of the relationship between identity, place and history. In
the world described in Peeling Rambutan, the traveller is never
wholly certain whether she is discovering an unexplored world
or descending into memory, but Sze’s lyrically-driven poems
navigate confidently, mapping new terrain while remaining sensitive to the claims of the past.
GILLIAN SZE is the author of two previous collections: The
Anatomy of Clay and Fish Bones. Her work has appeared in a number of national and international journals, and has received
awards such as the University of Winnipeg Writers’ Circle
Prize. Originally from Winnipeg, Sze now resides in Montreal.
ª Shortlisted for the 2014 A.M. Klein Poetry Prize º

Circa Nineteen Hundred & Grief
TIM BOWLING
$19.95 9781554471348 POETRY
Printed offset on laid paper making 80 pages trimmed to 5 × 8.5 inches;
Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and enfolded in a letterpressprinted jacket on handmade paper. Wood engraving
by Wesley Bates. Typeset in Poliphilus.
In childhood, the world seems vast, mysterious and unsettling
as we attempt to meaningfully locate ourselves in its midst,
and what belonging we find in adulthood is o¥en but a veneer
covering that irresoluble desire to understand “the desperate
invocations of your little wanting heart.” In his poems, Tim
Bowling writes with unapologetic honesty about our complex
consciousness of the world and of the increasingly disconnected
state of human experience, seeking always to snag on something
elemental— “… something in the forest / and the self—a hunger—/like a barbed hook in the jaw/of the salmon whose life,/
in full light, we will take,/a¥er this long patience/and silence—”
TIM BOWLING has published over a dozen books of poetry
including The Annotated Bee & Me, Fathom, The Memory Orchard,
and Selected Poems. He has also published a memoir, four novels
(including The Bone Sharps and The Tinsmith) and a creative work
on book collecting and poetry entitled In the Suicide’s Library.
Bowling lives in Edmonton, Alberta.
In the Suicide's Library—$27.95 FICTION 9781554470891
The Annotated Bee and Me—$18.95 POETRY 9781554470860
The Bone Sharps—$27.95 FICTION 9781554470358
Fathom—$18.95 POETRY 9781554470167
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And I Alone Escaped to Tell You
SYLVIA D. HAMILTON
$19.95 9781554471362 POETRY
Printed offset on laid paper making 96 pages trimmed to 5.5 × 8.5 inches;
Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and enfolded in a letterpressprinted jacket on handmade paper. Typeset in Huronia.
The settlement of African peoples in Nova Scotia is a richly layered story encompassing many waves of settlement and diverse
circumstances—from captives to ‘freedom runners’ who sailed
north from the United States with hopes of establishing a new
life. The poems in And I Alone Escaped to Tell You endeavour to
give these historical events a human voice, blending documentary material, memory, experience and imagination to evoke the
lives of these early Black Nova Scotians and of the generations
that followed. This collection is a moving meditation on the
place of African-descended people in the Canadian story and
on the threads connecting all of us to the African diaspora.
SYLVIA D. HAMILTON is a filmmaker and writer whose awards
include a Gemini and the Portia White Prize. Her poetry has
been published in The Dalhousie Review, West Coast Line, The Great
Black North and Untying the Apron: Daughters Remember Mothers of
the Fiies. She was a contributor to, and co-editor of, We’re Rooted
Here and They Can’t Pull Us Up: Essays In African Canadian Women’s
History. She lives in Grand Pre, Nova Scotia.

Generations Re-merging
SHALAN JOUDRY
$18.95 9781554471355 POETRY
Printed offset on laid paper making 64 pages trimmed to 5 × 8
inches; Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and enfolded
in a letterpress-printed jacket. Typeset in Electra.
“Each generation must make their own / journey through a
thick terrain” starts Generations Re-merging, a collection of poems which explores the complex tangle of intergenerational
relationships and cultural issues encountered by a Mi’kmaw
woman in the modern context, “where every moment / is the
loss of something.” Alert to the fragility of community and culture, and to the pervasive threats against the natural and social
environments which have traditionally fostered them, Shalan
Joudry writes with lucidity of the challenge of confronting these
global issues personally on her home ground, and of honouring
the hope of past generations by renewing it in the present.
SHALAN JOUDRY is a writer, performance artist and storyteller whose poetry has appeared in The Nashwaak Review and
Mi’kmaq Anthology II. She works as a cultural interpreter and
community ecologist at Bear River First Nation, Nova Scotia,
where she lives with her two daughters. This is her first book.
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Like Any Other Monday
BINNIE BRENNAN
$27.95 9781554471386 NOVEL
Printed offset on laid paper making 224 pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5
inches; Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and enfolded in
a letterpress-printed jacket on handmade paper. Wo0d
engraving by Wesley Bates. Typeset in Ronaldson.
A¥er breaking up the family act in 1916, Keatonesque comedic
performer Billy Pascoe retreats to Muskoka to consider his
prospects as a solo performer. Instead, Pascoe discovers an unlikely partner and straightman in Lucinda Hart, one half of a
disbanded song-and-dance sister act. While still wrestling to
mesh their vastly different experiences of rehearsal and performance, Pascoe & Hart hit the vaudeville circuit, perfecting
their act, gaining each other’s trust and winning over audiences.
Brennan’s portrayal of the intimate, o¥en tenuous interactions
underlying the collaborative creative process reminds us of the
stage’s kinship with everyday life, where limits must be tested
and risks taken in the pursuit of greater dreams.
BINNIE BRENNAN is the author of a collection of short fiction, A
Certain Grace, and a novella, Harbour View, which was shortlisted
for an Atlantic Book Award in 2010. She lives in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, where she plays the viola with Symphony Nova Scotia.

The House with the Parapet Wall
JOHN TERPSTRA
$24.95 9781554471393 MEMOIR
Printed offset on laid paper making 160 pages trimmed to
5 × 8 inches; Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and enfolded
in a letterpress-printed jacket on handmade paper.
Illustration by Adam Smith. Typeset in Rialto.
Grieving the diminishment and death of his elderly mother,
John Terpstra finds solace in a seemingly unusual place: the
stories (both historical and fanciful) of the nineteenth-century houses in his Hamilton neighbourhood and of the families
which have inhabited them. With a well-honed knack for the
circuitous route, Terpstra tackles weighty questions like ‘Why
must we die?’ by following his imaginative curiosity into the
bricks-and-mortar matters of our daily lives, understanding that
the dwellings we construct do more than just shed the weather,
but are also physical manifestations of our notions of ‘family’
and ‘home’.
JOHN TERPSTRA is the author of many books of poetry, most
recently Brilliant Falls (2013). He is also the author of three prose
projects: Falling Into Place; The Boys, or, Waiting for the Electrician’s
Daughter (shortlisted for the Charles Taylor Prize); and Skin
Boat. Terpstra lives in Hamilton, Ontario.
Brilliant Falls—$17.95 POETRY 9781554471232
Two or Three Guitars: Selected Poems—$19.95 POETRY 9781554470266
Falling Into Place—$24.95 NON-FICTION 9781554471102
Skin Boat—$25.95 NON-FICTION 9781554470792
The Boys—$25.95 NON-FICTION 9781554470112

Merging: Contemplations on Farming
& Ecology from Horseback
SOREN BONDRUP-NIELSEN
$28.95 9781554471379 MEMOIR È ECOLOGY
Printed offset on laid paper making 224 pages trimmed to
5.3 × 8.5 inches; Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and
enfolded in a letterpress-printed jacket on handmade paper.
Illustrations by Jack McMaster. Typeset in Goluska.
Merging is a book about relationships and the way our perspective shi¥s as we become attuned to the workings of the natural
world, merging with our surroundings and the creatures we
share them with. Working in the tradition of Henry David Thoreau and Aldo Leopold, Soren Bondrup-Nielsen catalogues the
rich biodiversity of his own backyard, exploring the fields, dyke
roads and woodland trails that surround his home in the agricultural heartland of Nova Scotia’s Annapolis Valley. Framed as
a single day’s horseback ride which begins on a spring morning
and ends in the dusk of autumn, the narrative engages subjects
such as the relative merits of large-scale and small-scale farming and forestry practices, the challenge of fostering sustainable
economies in rural communities and the impact our consumer
choices have on the natural and economic health of the places
we live.
SOREN BONDRUP-NIELSEN is currently a professor of biology
at Acadia University where he teaches ecology and conservation
biology. He is the author of two memoirs, Winter On Diamond
and A Sound Like Water Dripping: In Search of the Boreal Owl.

Smoke Proofs: Essays on Literary
Publishing, Printing & Typography
ANDREW STEEVES
$24.95 9781554471416 ESSAYS
Printed offset on laid paper making 160 pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches;
Smyth sewn, bound in a paper cover and enfolded in a letterpressprinted jacket on handmade paper. Illustrated. Typeset in Quadraat.
Why do we accept shoddy books? This is the question at the
heart of Smoke Proofs, a collection of six essays and one interview which takes a frank look at the state of the art of literary
publishing, printing and book design in Canada. Ranging from
the philosophical and the historical to the nuts and bolts of making books and getting them to market, Smoke Proofs argues
for an approach to trade publishing which returns to its printerly roots, one in which the characteristics of various tools and
techniques are considered alongside the broader implications of
their use in the culture. Whether he’s discussing ebooks, the deprofessionalization of typography, the design of poetry books,
the fetish for colour pictures on book covers, or our complicated
relationship with the notion of ‘beauty’, Steeves continually
points the reader back to his or her own responsibility for the
preservation and use of that amazing, wily and robust cultural
tool—the book.
ANDREW STEEVES is a writer, typographer and literary publisher, and one of the co-founders of Gaspereau Press. He has
won 42 citations for excellence in Canadian book design from
the Alcuin Society, and his firm has three times been voted best
‘small press’ by the Canadian Booksellers’ Association.

Ordering Books
Our titles are distributed directly from our warehouse at
47 Church Avenue, Kentville, NS, Canada B4N 2M7
ORDER TOLL FREE: 1-877-230-8232
EMAIL: info@gaspereau.com
WEBSITE: www.gaspereau.com

Terms of Trade
INDIVIDUALS: If you are interested in purchasing any of the books featured in this
catalogue, please visit your local bookseller. If the store does not stock Gaspereau Press
titles, your bookseller can place a special order using the information above. You can
also find our recent books on the web at amazon.ca or chapters.ca, or by contacting
Gaspereau Press directly. ¶ BOOKSELLERS AND INSTITUTIONS: Sales & distribution
are handled directly by Gaspereau Press. Please contact Gaspereau Press if you are interested in establishing an account. Gaspereau Press is fully equipped for EDI ordering.
Call our toll-free number for information or to place your order. Commercial discounts
are as follows: 20% for Educational Institutions; 40% for Retail Accounts & Public Libraries; and 46% for Wholesalers. ¶ SHIPPING WITHIN CANADA: Free shipping is provided on orders exceeding $100 Canadian (net value) shipped to a single location. All
other orders are subject to shipping and handling charges of $6 for the first book, plus $1
for each additional book to a maximum of $12. In Canada, all prices are subject to applicable taxes. ¶ SHIPPING TO THE UNITED STATES: Free shipping is provided on orders
exceeding $100 (net value) shipped to a single location. All other orders are subject to
shipping and handling charges of $8 for the first book, plus $1 for each additional book
to a maximum of $15. ¶ SHIPPING ELSEWHERE ON EARTH: Please contact Gaspereau
Press for details. ¶ GENERAL TERMS OF TRADE: Books described as “limited editions”
(including limited-edition bindings of trade titles, letterpress-printed titles and Devil’s
Whim chapbooks) may not be returned and are available at a 20% discount only. Net
payment is due within 30 days. Books may be returned to Gaspereau Press for credit
three months a¥er the invoice date and within 12 months of the invoice date, provided
they are in resaleable condition and free of retailers’ stickers, marks or other damage.
Returned books that do not meet these conditions will be returned to customers at
their expense. Books damaged during shipping must be reported to Gaspereau Press
within 48 hours of receipt in order that we may arrange for inspection by the shipper.
Failure to do so will result in the client being charged for the books, damaged or not.
Gaspereau Press will arrange for replacement of any books deemed damaged following
the shipper’s inspection. Should any books have manufacturing defects, please contact
Gaspereau Press to make arrangements for replacement. Any claims for shortages or
shipping errors must be made within 30 days and must refer to the invoice number.
Please call our toll-free number to discuss your claim before returning any books. ¶
Please Note that prices and title specifications listed in this catalogue are subject to
change without notice. Placing an order signifies agreement with the seller’s terms of
trade outlined above. ¶ Gaspereau Press acknowledges the ongoing support of the Canada Council for the Arts, the Department of Canadian Heritage through the Canada Book Fund, and the
Nova Scotia Department of Communities, Culture & Heritage. ¶ SET IN ELSNER Ð FLAKE’S
KIS ANTIQUA TYPES BY ANDREW STEEVES Ð PRINTED AT GASPEREAU PRESS

